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alberta  

Pedigree Data on Equus przewalskii in Alberta

Description

Pedigree of Asian wild horse (also called Mongolian wild horse) Equus przewalskii individuals living in Alberta, Canada in 1988.

Usage

data(alberta)

Format

A matrix with 69 rows giving (individual, father, mother) triplets. The column labels are ind, pa, and ma. The names (which are numbers) are studbook numbers. There are 82 individuals in this pedigree in all. There are $82 - 69 = 13$ founders.

Examples

library(sped)
data(alberta)head(alberta)

descent  

Multigene Descent Probabilities

Description

Calculate probabilities that genes randomly chosen from some set of individuals are descended from some specified set of genes.

Usage

descent(individuals, pedigree, geneset, check.sex=FALSE)

Arguments

- **individuals**: an atomic vector of names of individuals. Must be of type integer or character.
- **pedigree**: a matrix with three columns. Each row contains the name of an individual and its father and mother, in that order. Must be the same type as the preceding argument.
- **geneset**: an integer vector having names that are contained in the preceding argument. Allowed values are 0, 1, or 2, but zero values may be omitted.
- **check.sex**: If TRUE check that no individual appears in both the father column and the mother column of argument pedigree.
Details

We work relative to the pedigree defined by argument pedigree in which every individual has either two parents or none specified. Those with none specified are called founders. Any ancestors of founders are assumed to not be individuals in the pedigree, that is, we are assuming all unknown individuals are different from all known individuals.

Thompson (1983) defines multigene descent probabilities $g_S(B_1, \ldots, B_n)$ to be the probability that genes at one autosomal locus randomly chosen from each of the individuals $B_1, \ldots, B_n$ are all descended from genes (not necessarily the same gene) in some set $S$ of genes in individuals in the pedigree. The individuals need not be distinct (there can be repeats). The individuals are specified by argument individuals. The gene set $S$ is specified by argument geneset.

Value

the calculated probability.

References


Examples

# In alberta pedigree, probability that one gene picked at random
# from individual 1260 is descended from one gene in founder 52.
library(sped)
data(alberta)

descent(1260, alberta, c("52"=1))
Usage
alphas(individuals, pedigree)
betas(individuals, pedigree)
gammas(individuals, pedigree)
inbreeding(individuals, pedigree)

Arguments
individuals an atomic vector of names of individuals. Must be of type integer or character.
pedigree a matrix with three columns. Each row contains the name of an individual and its father and mother, in that order. Must be the same type as the preceding argument.

Details
We work relative to the pedigree defined by argument pedigree in which every individual has either two parents or none specified. Those with none specified are called founders. Any ancestors of founders are assumed to not be individuals in the pedigree, that is, we are assuming all unknown individuals are different from all known individuals.

Value
A matrix whose rows are probabilities relating to particular founders and whose columns are probabilities relating to particular individuals. The row and column labels say which founders and which individuals.

R function gammas gives the probability that a gene chosen at random from the individual comes from either gene of the founder.

R function betas gives the probability that both genes from the individual comes from the genes (not necessarily the same gene) of the founder.

R function alphas gives inbreeding of the individual relative to the founder: the probability that both genes from the individual comes from the same gene (either gene) of the founder.

R function inbreeding gives inbreeding coefficients of the individuals.

R function kinship returns a matrix whose entries are the kinship coefficients of the individuals.
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See Also
descent

Examples

# In alberta pedigree, probability that one gene picked at random
# from individual 1260 is descended from one gene in founder 52.
library(sped)

data(alberta)
gammas(c(1260, 1272), alberta)

data(thompson)
betas(c("U", "V", "Q", "R", "W"), thompson)
alphas(c("U", "V", "Q", "R", "W"), thompson)
inbreeding(c("U", "V", "Q", "R", "W"), thompson)
kinship(c("U", "V", "Q", "R", "W"), thompson)

---

thompson

Example Pedigree Data

Description

Pedigree of Example data from Thompson (1986).

Usage

data(thompson)

Format

A matrix with 15 rows giving (individual, father, mother) triplets. The column labels are ind, pa, and ma. The names are letters of the alphabet. There are 21 individuals in this pedigree in all. There are 21 − 15 = 6 founders.

References


Examples

library(sped)
data(thompson)
head(thompson)
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